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The School of Music at Boston University, founded in 1873, combines the depth, intensity and in-
tiinacy of conservatory training with a broadly based, traditional liberal arts education. The School 
enriches its programs with a wide range of electives that are offered through the other schools 
and colleges within the University. The School of Music's approximately 500 on campus students 
are pursuing undergraduate and graduate degrees, certificates in opera, performance diplomas 
and artist diplomas, in a variety of majors that reach from performance, theory and compositi, 
musicology, music education, collaborative piano, orchestral and choral conducting, to historical 
performance. 
Alumni of the School of Music are contributing significantly to the musical culture of the United 
States and the world, and can be found in positions with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, New 
York Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra, Minnesota Symphony, Singapore 
Symphony, Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera, Lyric Opera of Chicago, San Francisco 
Opera, Houston Grand Opera, Paris Opera and Munich Opera. Alumni are also employed in 
faculty positions at New _England Conservatory, Wellesley College, Duke University, Brandeis 
University, University of Oklahoma, Cornell University, University of Missouri, Beijing Conserva-
tory, University of North Carolina-Greensboro, and Harvard University, among others. Musical 
organizations that form the heart of cultural life in Boston, including Handel & Haydn Society, 
Boston Baroque, Boston Lyric Opera, Cantata Singers & Ensemble, Boston Musica Viva, Collage 
New Music, Emmanuel Music and Opera Boston, also enjoy the presence of many Boston Univer-
sity School of Music alumni within their ranks. 
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GIUSEPPE VERDI 
(1813- 1901) 
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ANN HOWARD JONES conductor 
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TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS 
I. Requiem 
Chorus: 
Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine; 
et lux perpetua luceat eis. 
Te decet hymnus Deus in Zion, 
et tibi reddetur votum in Jerusalem. 
Exaudi orationem meam: 
ad te omnis caro veniet. 
Quartet and Chorus: 
K yrie eleison. 
Christe eleison. 
K yrie eleison. 
II. Sequence 
Chorus: 
Dies irae, dies illa, 
solvet saeclum in favilla 
teste David cum Sibylla. 
Quantus tremor est futurus, 
quando judex est venturus, 
cuncta stricte discussurus! 
Tuba mirum spargens sonum, 
per sepulcra regionum, 
coget omnes ante thronum. 
Bass: 
Mors stupebit et natura, 
cum resurget creatura, 
judicanti responsura. 
Mezzo-soprano and Chorus: 
Uber scriptus proferetur, 
in quo totum continetur, 
unde mundus judicetur. 
Judex ergo cum sedebit, 
Quid-quid latet apparebit: 
nil inultum remanebit. 
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I. Requiem 
Chorus: 
Grant them eternal rest, 0 Lord; 
and may perpetual light shine upon 
them. 
A hymn befits thee, 0 God in Zion, 
and to thee a vow shall be fulfilled in 
Jerusalem. 
Hear my prayer: 
for unto thee all flesh shall come. 
Quartet and Chorus: 
Lord, have mercy upon us. 
Christ, have mercy upon us. 
Lord, have mercy upon us. 
II. Sequence 
Chorus: 
Day of wrath, that day 
shall dissolve the world to embers, 
as David prophesied with the Sibyl. 
How great the trembling will be 
when the Judge shall come 
the rigorous investigator of all things! 
The trumpet, spreading its wondrous 
sound 
through the tombs of every land, 
will summon all before the throne. 
Bass: 
Death will be stunned, likewise nature, 
when all Creation shall rise again 
to answer the One judging. 
Mezzo-soprano and Chorus: 
A written book will be brought forth, 
in which all shall be contained, 
and from which the world shall be judged. 
When therefore the Judge is seated 
whatever lies hidden shall be revealed: 
no wrong shall remain unpunished. 
Dies irae, dies ilia, 
solvet saeclum in favilla, 
teste David cum Sibylla. 
Soprano, Mezzo-soprano and Tenor: 
Quid sum miser tune dicturus? 
Quern patronum rogaturus, 
cum vix justus si t securus? 
Solo Quartet and Chorus: 
Rex tremendae majestatis, 
qui salvandos salvas gratis: 
salva me, fons pietatis. 
Soprano and Mezzo-soprano: 
Recordare, Jesu pie, 
quod sum causa tuae viae: 
ne me perdas illa die. 
Q aerens me, sedisti lassus; 
\_ 
· sti crucem passus: 
tantus labor non sit cassus. 
Juste judex ultionis: 
donum fac remissionis 
ante diem rationis. 
Tenor: 
Ingemisco tamquam reus: 
culpa rubet vultus meus: 
supplicanti parce, Deus. 
Qui Mariam absolvisti, 
et latronem exaudisti, 
mihi quoque spem dedisti. 
Preces meae non sunt digne, 
sed tu bonus fac benigne, 
ne perenni cremer igne. 
Inter oves locum praesta, 
et ab haedis me sequestra, 
statuens in parte dextra. 
Bass and Chorus: 
Confutatis maledictis, 
· flammis acribus addictis, 
v," e cum benedictis. 
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Day of wrath, that day shall dissolve the 
world to embers, 
as David prophesied with the Sibyl. 
Soprano, Mezzo-soprano and Tenor: 
What can a wretch like me say? 
Which protector shall I ask for 
when even the just are scarcely secure? 
Solo Quartet and Chorus: 
King of terrifying majesty. 
who freely saves the saved, 
save me, fount of pity. 
Soprano and Mezzo-soprano: 
Remember, merciful Jesus, 
that I am the cause of your journey: 
do not cast me out on that day. 
Seeking me, you sat down weary; 
having suffered the Cross, you redeemed 
me: 
may such great labor not be in vain. 
Just Judge of vengeance: 
grant the gift of remission 
before the day of reckoning. 
Tenor: 
I groan like one who is guilty, 
and my face blushes with guilt;: 
spare thy supplicant, 0 God. 
You, who absolved Mary Magdalene, 
and heeded the thief, 
have also given hope to me. 
My prayers are not worthy, 
but Thou, good one, kindly grant 
that I not burn in the everlasting fires. 
Give me a place among thy sheep, 
and separate me from the goats, 
placing me at thy right hand. 
Bass and Chorus: 
When the accursed are confounded, 
consigned to the fierce flames, 
call me to be with the blessed. 
Oro supplex et acclinis, 
cor contritum quasi cinis: 
gere curam mei finis. 
Chorus: 
Dies irae, dies illa, 
solvet saeclum in favilla, 
teste David cum Sibylla. 
Solo Quartet and Chorus: 
Lacrimosa dies illa, 
qua resurget ex favilla, 
judicandus homo reus. 
Huie ergo parce Deus. 
Pie Jesu Domine: 
dona eis requiem. 
Amen. 
III. Offertorio 
Quartet: 
Domine Jesu Christe, Rex gloriae 
libera animas omnium fidelum 
defunctorum 
de poenis inferni 
et profondo lacu 
libera eas de ore leonis; 
ne absorbeat eas tartarus, 
ne cadant in obscurum: 
sed signifer sanctus Michael 
repraesentet eas in lucem sanctam. 
Quam olim Abrahae promisisti 
et semini ejus. 
Hostias et preces tibi, 
Domini, laudis offerimus. 
Tu suscipe pro animabus illis, 
quarum hodie memoriam facimus: 
Fae eas, Domine, 
de morte transire ad vitam, 
quam olim Abrahae promisisti 
et semini ejus. 
Libera animas omnium fidelum 
defunctorum de poenis inferni; 
fac eas de morte 
transire ad vitam. 
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I pray, suppliant and kneeling, 
my heart contrite as if it were ashes: 
protect me in my final hour. 
Chorus: 
Day of wrath, that day 
shall dissolve the world to embers, 
as David prophesied with the Sibyl. 
Solo Quartet and Chorus: 
0 how tearful that day, 
on which the guilty shall rise 
from the embers to be judged. 
Spare them then, 0 God. 
Merciful Lord Jesus: 
grant them rest. 
Amen. 
III. Offertorio 
Quartet: 
Lord Jesus Christ, King of Glory, 
deliver the souls of all the faithful 
from the pains of hell 
and from the deep pit; 
deliver them from the lion's mouth; 
let not hell swallow them up 
let them not fall into darkness. 
But may the holy standard-bearer Michael 
bring them into the holy light; 
which thou once promised to Abraham 
and his seed. 
Sacrifices and prayers of praise, 
0 Lord, we offer to thee. 
Receive them on behalf of those souls 
we commemorate this day. 
Grant them, 0 Lord, 
to pass from death into that life 
which thou once promised to Abraham 
and his seed. 
Liberate the souls of all 
the faithful departed from the pains of 
hell; 
Grant them, 0 Lord, 
to pass from death unto life. 
JV. Sanctus 
Double Chorus: 
sanctus, sanctus, sanctus, 
Dominus Deus Sabaoth. 
Pleni sunt coeli et terra 
gloria tua. 
Hosanna in excelsis! 
Benedictus qui venit 
in nomine Domini. 
Hosanna in excelsis! 
V.Agnus Dei 
Soprano, Mezzo-soprano, and Chorus: 
Agnus Dei, 
qui tollis peccata mundi, 
dona eis requiem. 
Agnus Dei, 
qui ollis peccata mundi, 
d ' is requiem sempiternam. 
\ 
VI. Lux aeterna 
Mezzo-soprano, Tenor and Bass: 
Lux aeterna luceat eis, Domine, 
cum sanctis tuis in aeternam; 
quia pius es. 
Requiem aetemam dona eis, Domine, 
et lux perpetua luceat eis, 
cum sanctis tuis in aetemam; 
quia pius es. 
VII. Libera me 
Soprano and Chorus: 
Libera me, Domine, 
de morte aeterna in die ilia tremenda; 
quando coeli movendi 
sunt et terra: durn veneris 
judicare saeclum per ignem. 
Tremens factus sum ego et timeo, 
dum discussio venerit atque ventura irae, 
quando coeli movendi sunt et terra. 
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IV. Sanctus 
Double Chorus: 
Holy, holy, holy, 
Lord God of Hosts. 
Heaven and earth are full 
of thy glory. 
Hosanna in the highest! 
Blessed is he that comes 
in the name of the Lord. 
Hosanna in the highest! 
V. Agnus Dei 
Soprano, Mezzo-soprano, and Chorus: 
Lamb of God, 
who takes away the sins of the world, 
grant them rest. 
Lamb of God, 
who takes away the sins of the world, 
grant them rest everlasting. 
VI. Lux aeterna 
Mezzo-soprano, Tenor and Bass: 
May light eternal shine upon them, 0 
Lord, 
with thy saints forever; 
for thou art merciful. 
Grant them eternal rest, 0 Lord, 
and let perpetual light shine upon them 
with thy saints forever; 
for thou art merciful. 
VII. Libera me 
Soprano and Chorus: 
Deliver me, 0 Lord, 
from death eternal on that dreadful day, 
when the heavens and the earth 
shall quake: when thou shalt come 
to judge the world by fire. 
I am seized by trembling, and I fear 
the judgment and the wrath to come, 
when the heavens and the earth shall 
quake. 
Dies irae, dies illa 
calamitatis et miseriae; 
dies magna et amara valde. 
Requiem aeternam, dona eis, Domine, 
et lux perpetua luceat eis. 
Libera me, Domine, 
de morte aeterna in die illa tremenda. 
Libera me, Domine, 
quando coeli movendi sunt et terra; 
dum veneris judicare saeclum per ignem. 
Libera me, Domine, 
de morte aeterna in die illa tremenda. 
Libera me. 
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0 that day, day of wrath, 
day of calamity and misery; 
momentous day and exceedingly bitter. 
Grant them eternal rest, 0 Lord, 
and let perpetual light shine upon them . 
Deliver me, 0 Lord, 
from death eternal on that dreadful day. 
Deliver me, 0 Lord, 
when the heavens and the earth shall 
quake; 
when thou shalt come to judge the world 
by fire. 
Deliver me, 0 Lord, 
from death eternal on that dreadful day. 
Deliver me. 
...... 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Rinascimento (Renaissance, rebirth) describes three glorious centuries of Italian art that 
only tangentially brought that troubled land together. Risorgimento (resurgence, revitaliza-
tion) marks the Italy of the nineteenth century that achieved political unification, its high-
est national aspiration. TI1e heroes and heroines of this movement suffered one humilia-
tion and disappointment after another before reaching their goal. Many died or suffered 
imprisonment along the way. Relations between strata of Italian society w1derwent many 
changes, some more destructive than helpful. The Roman Catholic Church, which lost 
territory, treasure, and power in the struggle, never forgave Mazzini, Manzoni, Maffei, 
Garibaldi, Cavour, or Verdi for their decidedly secular and thus anti-clerical efforts; and 
the Italy that emerged has never been the solidly financed, stable democratic country that 
its founders envisaged. 
Musicians played an important intellechial role in each stage of the Risorgimento, starting 
with Rossini, who made so many enemies among the traditionalists that he decided to 
end his days in France. Song texts, opera plots, and even sacred compositions projected 
the message of Italy as more than a vague linguistic, ethnic or geographic expression. No 
musician raised the banner higher or more forcefully than the peasant-born Giuseppe 
Verd". So closely associated with Italian unification did he and his operas become that the 
se gly innocent "Viva VERDI" cry became a secret acronym for Vittorio Emmanuele 
Rel talia (Vittorio Emmanuele, King of a united Italy). During performances of Verdi's 
operas, at moments that struck a particularly patriotic note, audience members would rise 
and shout Viva Verdi so fervently that even foreigners in the hall could sense the Viva 
Italia within it. 
Death and disappointment had dogged Verdi's largely successful career, beginning with 
the sudden deaths of his first wife and their two children in quick succession-and as the 
heroes of the Risorgiamento began to pass away, Verdi thought of writing a Requiem Mass 
for them. Verdi owed more than he could ever think to repay to the composer who initiat-
ed nineteenth-century Italian melodramma, Gioacchino Antonio Rossini, who died in 1868. 
But he also knew that Donizetti, Bellini, Pini, Ricci, Petrella, Mercadante, and every other 
Italian theatrical musician felt the same way, so he decided to organize a tribute in which 
thirteen of the leading composers in Italy would join to produce a Messa per Rossini to be 
performed on the first anniversary of the composer's death. Though the project would 
reach completion, internal disagreement among the composers as well as among those 
charged with the performance kept it from being the tribute for ·which Verdi strove. 
Then, on May 22, 1873, Alessandro Manzoni, Italy's greatest poet, novelist, humanist, 
and champion of liberty, died. Verdi had met Manzoni a few times and remained cowed 
by the novelist's presence, calling him a secular saint. Manzoni's most celebrated novel, 
I promessi sposi (The promised bridegroom) had so deeply affected Verdi that he never felt 
himself equal to the task of making an opera out of it. This inability inspired Verdi to 
compose his own setting of the Requiem not only for Manzoni, but for all those who died 
for Italy, for recently lost family members and friends, for a career that he believed had 
ended with Aida, for those still alive but now old and waiting for death (particularly his 
beloved father-in-law Angelo Barezzi), and perhaps even his second wife Giuseppina and 
himself. He began the Requiem in June of 1873 and finished it late February of 1874. 
I \' Vet: 
first ·.., 
sted no one to conduct the premiere and led the first performance µimself on the 
·versary of Manzoni's death at Milan's Church of Saint Mark, the only time he 
ever directed a major work in a sacred setting. This had not been easy to arrange, as 
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Verdi's political stance kept him from being reconciled with church officials. The Re-
quiem's success, immediate and universal, satisfied everyone in sacred and secular life, 
however, and thus seemed to cap Verdi's long and distinguished creative life. After the 
premiere, he decided to recast the Liber scriptus within the long Dies Irce movement as a 
mezzo-soprano solo (the version we know today), which was performed for the first time 
at London's Royal Albert Hall on May 12, 1875. Thereafter, the piece triumphed through-
out Europe in a series of brilliant renditions that lasted more than a decade. The acco-
lades it received then and subsequently continue into our own time, with rare exceptions 
from those who find it too earthy, emotional and secular. 
Like all true Romantic compositions, Verdi's Requiem deals with human beings who, wh ile 
they live and function in this world, cannot hope to be transcendental beings, but partici-
pants in all that life has to offer-the mean and petty as well as the great and noble- and 
who go on to await life after death. The Requiem, like many opera subjects, presents a 
drama with a perspective that reaches its true climax after the last act has been played out. 
Despite his politics, Verdi believed in the entire Nicene Creed and treated his subjects 
with the passion of a sinner who awaits his own fate as so many Christians did before 
him. Verdi believed that he had accomplished his task with dignity and divine inspira-
tion, reaching a higher level of consistent quality than in anything he had previously 
done. Alec Robertson, the chronicler of the history of the Requiem, calls Verdi's the most 
magnificent of all. Brahms, Mahler, Britten, and countless other music notables agr 
So much happens within the Requiem's seven movements that one hardly knows how to 
summarize or where to begin. The focus of expression centers on the chorus, a represen-
tative of ordinary people. Although he generally uses the customary four-part division of 
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass, with an occasional subdivision for a thickly spaced chord, 
Verdi turns this texture into a double chorus of eight parts in the Sanctus, exploiting 
spatial effects between the left and right divisions in startling and subtle ways. The four 
solo voices seem somewhat unusual in the substitution of mezzo-soprano for the usual 
contralto, but no one knew the quality and character of an individual voice more precisely 
than Verdi; one can only speculate about his reason for the choice, but there is no doubt 
that he had a good one. Verdi calls for an orchestra so large it hardly fits into a church: 
eleven woodwinds, twelve brass (with an additional four trumpets offstage), three tim-
pani and a bass drum, and, to balance these forces, an extremely large string complement. 
The score serves as a veritable textbook in nineteenth century orchestration practices, 
especially for a work with vocal forces. The exemplary setting of the Latin has never been 
questioned, either for clarity of presentation or expression. 
Verdi takes the Libera me he had originally composed for the Messa per Rossini, and makes 
it not only the concluding movement of the Manzoni Requiem, but also a model for the 
remainder of the work in both mood and motive development. The operatic stage had 
never allowed Verdi the time to extend his polyphonic textures nor the leisure to develop 
motives, because of the necessity to drive the plot from one event to another as quickly 
and directly as possible. Here, on the contrary, the musical idea takes precedence over 
any scenic or dramatic need. One senses this at the outset when the muted cellos begin 
with an octave descent that almost seems to predict its repetition to the words Requiem 
ceternam. Instead, the full strings harmonize and extend the idea. When the men in the 
chorus do enter, it is to whisper the word Requiem on a repeated hollow A-E perfect fifth . 
Two measures later, the women duplicate this effect an octave higher, and then everyone 
whispers Requiem ceternam on the dominant. The request for eternal rest comes in a ad, 
hushed tones, as though uncertain that it may be granted. The first true musical i 
paints Dona eis, Domine, and it employs the standard descending sigh motive to plea its 
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case. Then a sudden shift to major mode transforms the mood for Et lux perpetua as it 
depicts the wonder of eternal light. Though the chorus sings pianississimo, hope has 
instantly and irrevocably replaced the opening despair. The following fugue on Te decet 
Jiymnus features dynamic contrasts off, ppp, ff, and pp, before recalling the opening music, 
after which comes a Kyrie eleison in which the soloists join the chorus in an extraordinary 
complex texture that finally fades out at the end. This opening piece is the least dramatic 
of the whole. 
The Dies ir<E may scare some listeners to death; the Offertorio makes us feel unworthy 
of grace; the Sanctus reminds us all of the tradition that has led to the present state of 
Christianity; the Agnus Dei recalls the Eucharistic sacrifice, especially the setting of Dona 
eis requiem sempiternam that distinguishes the Requiem's Agnus Dei from that of the regular 
weekly Missa. Reprises of the Dies irae and the Requiem <Etemam in the Libera me offer a 
cyclic sense that brings the whole together almost like a symphony. Other cyclic ele-
ments appear in the recurring motives, accompanimental figures, and tonal associations, 
but these features do not create a sense that the overall architectural plan overpowers the 
expressive quality of each movement. I lack words to describe the particularity of this 
expression, for music of this level of power and subtlety resists to verbal description. 
Rarely does Verdi's music attain that quality of resistance, particularly in his twenty-
si" eras. But the Requiem and the very late Quattro pezzi sacri (Four sacred pieces) all 
r ( ~ nstrate the intensity of Verdi's particular brand of Roman Catholic faith. The great 
solo singers who get to perform the Requiem share this feeling. Tenors live to sing the 
Hostias, and the other soloists all treasure their parts, not because they offer opportunities 
for virtuosity, but because of their simple, direct expressivity, and total credibility. Those 
who know the Verdi operas know how important the role of religion plays in them, and 
how effectively the master uses it as a motivation for his characters' actions. Sometimes 
one recognizes a gesture from La forza del destino or Un hallo in maschera in the Requiem, but 
most of the time, the ideas here seem original, new, and deeply personal. 
Verdi himself felt that if his operas did not survive subsequent changes in musical taste, 
his Requiem would. He poured a lifetime of frustration, success, failure, love, passion, re-
spect, contempt, and awe into this one magisterial work and came up with a masterpiece, 
performed this evening by musicians well aware of the privilege they enjoy in getting 
to sing and play it. Brahms's German Requiem stands alone as the greatest work written 
to comfort the living loss of their dearly departed; Verdi's Requiem lives forever as the 
greatest setting of the liturgical text to celebrate the dead, and .the lives of accomplishment 
they led. For all those who believe that music ranks one thin level below food, shelter, 
and oxygen as a life necessity, Verdi's Requiem qualifies as a primary exemplar; how much 
poorer would we all be without it, no matter what religion we profess. 
-Joel Sheveloff 
Joel L. Sheveloff began his Boston University career as an Assistant Professor in 1964, was 
promoted to Associate Professor in 1971 and to Professor in 1996. His degrees come from the 
City University of New York, Queens College (A.B.) and Brandeis University (M.F.A. and Ph.D). 
Be has written articles on rhythm and meter, the whole-tone scale before Debussy, performance 
practice, the music of Domenico Scarlatti, Mozart, Brahms, Mussorgsky, Ravel, and Stravinsky in 
.The Musical Quarterly, Current Musicologi;, Chigiana, Musica Poetica, Symphony Newsletter, and in 
sey Festschriften. His research interests also include French text setting, notational practices in 
cc ' .. ition and musicological editing, analytical methodologies in disparate styles, and Bach's 
Musi al Offering. A wide-ranging teacher, Dr. Sheveloff has developed and taught over fifty dif-
ferent courses, ranging from medieval keyboard music to opera to music in the Soviet Union. 
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ANN HOWARD JONES 
Dr. Ann Howard Jones is professor of music and Director of Choral 
Activities at Boston University. Recognized for her expertise in cond-
ucting technique, choral and vocal pedagogy, rehearsal procedures 
and performance practice, Dr. Jones has been invited to deliver pres-
entations at the national convention of the Music Educators National 
Conference and to lecture on Rehearsal Techniques at the Internatio-
nal Federation of Choral Music Symposium. She has been a guest 
faculty member at the Universities of Missouri, Miami, Drake, San 
Diego State, Missouri at Kansas City, Michigan State and the North 
Texas. She delivered a lecture on Score Preparation for a Professional 
Training Workshop at Carnegie Hall, and the following year she was 
invited to prepare the chorus for Charles Dutoit's performance of Stravinsky, Poulenc 
and Faure at Carnegie Hall. She was invited by Chorus America to lead a workshop for 
conductors of Children's Choruses on the campus of Northwestern University and in San 
Francisco with the San Francisco Girls Chorus, and she was invited to lecture on vocal 
technique in the choral rehearsal at Juilliard. Dr. Jones has also conducted the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir in live broadcasts. She has served on panels for the Chorus America 
National Convention in Washington, D.C. and for the Conductors Guild. 
Equally acclaimed as a conductor, her guest conducting appearances have included me "Y 
All State, district, regional and festival choruses. She has conducted the Boston Universi ty 
Symphony Orchestra and Symphonic Chorus in the Verdi Requiem in Symphony Hall 
which the Boston Globe called "stirring" and "memorable". Dr. Jones conducted the Buf-
falo Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus. The Boston University Symphonic Chorus and 
Orchestra performed Britten's War Requiem for the 2004 Eastern Division Convention of 
the American Choral Directors Association, and in 2006 the BU Symphonic Chorus and 
Orchestra performed Vaughan Williams' Dona Nobis Pawn in Carnegie Hall for the inau-
guration of Robert Brown, the new president of Boston University. 
Dr. Jones was Assistant Conductor for Choruses with the Atlanta Symphony Orches-
tra from 1984-1998 where she was closely associated with the late Robert Shaw, Music 
Director Emeritus and Conductor Laureate. She was the first Conductor of the Atlanta 
Symphony Youth Chorus. She served as Musical Assistant with the Robert Shaw Cham-
ber Singers and Festival Singers, whose performances led to numerous recordings on 
TELARC and critical acclaim at Carnegie Hall. As one of the organizers of the Robert 
Shaw Institute, she assisted Mr. Shaw in the musical preparations for the Institute, which 
rehearsed, performed and recorded in France from 1988-1994. 
Among the awards Dr. Jones has received are Boston University's coveted Metcalf Award 
for Excellence in Teaching, an award based on peer evaluation of work in the classroom 
and student letters of support, and an invitation to lecture for the Lilly Foundation's 
conference on the humanities. 
, r 
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ELENI CALENOS soprano 
Eleni Calenos is a second year student of Boston University's 
Opera Institute, studying with professor Penelope Bitzas. 
f{er performances there include the roles of Pamina in "The Magic 
flute", Mimi in "La Boheme", and the title role in "Suor Angelica". 
She also covered for the role of the Lady with the cake box in "Postcard 
from Morocco" for the Institute's 2007 production. Her other roles 
include the Countess in "Le Nozze di Figaro" with Houston Opera in 
the Heights, Fiordiligi in "Cosi fan tutte" with the Barbados Music 
festival, and Donna Elvira in "Don Giovanni" with the Martina 
Arroyo Foundation, for which she earned critical acclaim from the 
NY Times. 
Born in Greece, Ms. Calenos received her first degree from Salonica's 
Municipal Conservatory, a diploma in cello performance. She obtained her master's 
degree in vocal performance from the Aaron Copland School of Music at Queens College, 
where she performed the role of Vee Talbott in the New York premiere of "Orpheus De-
scending" by Bruce Saylor, and appeared as Mother in "Hansel and Gretel". Her concert 
appearances include "Mirologhia", by George Tsantakis with the Portland and Albany 
Symphonies. 
r 
1'!1 alenos is a winner of the Schyler Foundation Career Bridges Award, and received 
three scholarship awards from the Aaron Copland School of Music while studying for her 
master's degree. 
Upcoming performances include Verdi's Requiem with the Queens College Symphony 
at Colden Theater, Mimi in "La Boheme" with the Inwood Shakespeare Festival in New 
York, and a return to Houston Opera in the Heights as Cio-Cio-San in "Madama Butterfly". 
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STEPHANIE CHIGAS mezzo-soprano 
Mezzo-soprano Stephanie Chigas is an alumnus of Boston 
University's Opera Institute where she studied with professor 
Penelope Bitzas and, before that, the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign. She is the winner of the 2005 George London 
Foundation Competition and was the 2004 recipient of the Stephen 
Shrestinian Award for Excellence awarded through the Boston Lyric 
Opera. She was a 2003 National Semi-Finalist for the Metropolitan 
Opera National Council Auditions and the Second Place Winner in 
the New England Region Metropolitan Opera National Council 
Auditions in 2005. She has also received awards from Illinois Opera 
Theater, Bel Canto Vocal Scholarship Foundation, Dimitri 
Mitropoulos International Competition for Singing, the John and Fern Armstrong 
Outstanding Performance Award and the Greek Women's University Club. 
Ms. Chigas has performed with great success such roles as Carmen in La Tragedie de Car-
men, Don Ramiro in La Finta Giardinera, Lucretia in The Rape of Lucretia, the title role in 
Bizet's Carmen, Nicklausse in Les Contes d'Hoffman, Dorabella in Cos! Fan Tutte and Hansel 
in Hansel and Gretel. 
Ms. Chigas has performed with the Santa Fe Opera, Glimmerglass Opera, Boston Ly 
Opera, Olney Theatre Center and was engaged by the New York City Opera to cover e 
role of Leda in The Mines of Sulfur. She has performed with the Boston Youth Symphony 
Orchestra on many occasions, most recently as Dorabella in Cos! Fan Tutte. In the summer 
of 2007, she sang with the Boston Midsummer Opera in scenes and arias from The Tales of 
Offenbach. She has performed the role of La Sphinge in the North American premiere of 
George Enescu's opera Oedipe with Sinfonia da Camera in Illinois. 
Ms. Chigas' other concert performances have included Durufle Requiem, Mozart Corona-
tion Mass, and Mozart Requiem at Carnegie Hall. She has also has performed Brahms Alto 
Rhapsody and Mahler Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen, Handel Messiah, Mendelssohn Elijah, 
Beethoven Choral Fantasie and Mass in C, and Mahler Symphony No. 2 "The Resurrection" at 
Symphony Hall with the Boston University Symphony Orchestra. Forthcoming engage-
ments include Carmen in La Tragedie de Carmen with Boston Midsummer Opera, and the 
Second Maid in Strauss' Elektra with the New York Philharmonic with Lorin Maazel. 
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Y£GHISHE MANUCHARIAN tenor 
Yeghishe Manacharian, tenor, is an alumnus of Boston University's 
Opera Institute, where he studied with professor Penelope Bitzas. 
Be made his Carnegie Hall debut in December 2003 as Percy in 
Donizetti's Anna Bolena, with the Opera Orchestra of New York. In 
2005, he appeared as Riccardo in Maria di Rohan by Donizetti at the 
Wexford Festival, followed by the tenor solo in Verdi's Messa da 
Requiem with the Cantata Singers & Ensemble, Rodolfo in La boheme 
in Salemo, Gerald in Lakme with the Opera Orchestra of New York 
at Carnegie Hall, Don Ottavio in Don Giovanni at the New York City 
Opera and Argirio in Rossini's Tancredi at the Caramoor Festival. He r 
opened the 2006-2007 season of the Minnesota Opera as Rodrigo in 
Rossini's Ladonna del lago and makes his debut with San Diego Opera in 2008, continuing 
the expansion of his bel canto roles, as Leicester in Donizetti's Maria Stuarda, and will also 
be heard as Nadir in Pearl Fishers in Boston. 
In 2004-2005 Mr. Manucharian made his New York City Opera debut as Nadir in Les 
pecheurs de perles. Early in the season he debuted the role of Lenski in Eugene Onegin at 
the Tulsa Opera, and the role of Count Almaviva in Rossini's Il barbiere di Siviglia with 
Toledo Opera. He was tenor soloist in Verdi's Messa da Requiem with the Dallas Symphony 
Orchestra, and returns to Carnegie Hall for Beethoven's Missa Solemnis with the New York 
f al Society, and performed the same opus with the Eugene Symphony. 
t 
Mi. Manucharian opened the 2003-2004 season as Alfredo in La traviata at the Tulsa Op-
era, made a dazzling debut as Nadir in Les pecheurs de perles with the Orquesta Sinfonica 
del Estado de Mexico, returned to Baltimore Opera to sing the Duke in Rigoletto and to 
the Orquesta Sinf6nica del Estado de Mexico as Rodolfo in La boheme, was guest soloist in 
a gala concert in Boston celebrating the lOOth Anniversary of the birth of composer Aram 
Khachaturian, and sang his first Alfredo in La traviata with the Boston Concert Opera. He 
closed the season at the Caramoor International Music Festival in the role of Potoski in the 
world premiere of Donizetti's long lost opera Elisabeth. 
Other recent performances have included the Dvorak Stabat Mater with the Masterworks 
Chorale, Lukas Foss' Griffelkin with the Boston Modem Orchestra Project, which was 
performed both in Boston and at the Tanglewood Festival, his debut with the Baltimore 
Symphony Orchestra in Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, the role of Saro in Tigranian's 
Anoush at the Michigan Opera Theater, and Tamino in Die Zauberflote at the Baltimore 
Opera as Tamino. 
A native of Yerevan, Armenia, in 1995 Mr. Manucharian was engaged by the Armenian 
National Opera as a principal artist, and sang leading roles including Belmonte in Die 
Entfiihrung aus dem Serail, Cassio in Otelia, Count Alma viva in Il barbiere di Siviglia, Don 
Ramiro in La cenerentola, Beppe/ Arlecchino in I pagliacci and Saro in Anoush. As fea-
tured soloist with the State Philharmonic Orchestra from 1995 to 1998, Mr. Manucharian 
performed in various repertoire including Verdi's Messa da Requiem, Bruckner's Te Deum, 
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, and the Berlioz Requiem. While a graduate student at 
Boston University's Opera Institute, he sang the title role in Mozart's La clemenza di Tito, 
Rinuccio in Gianni Schicchi, and Rodolfo in La boheme. 
Yegishe Manucharian graduated from the Tchaikovsky Central Music School in 1988, 
earning a Bachelor of Music in French Hom Performance. He continued his studies at 
the Komitas State Conservatory, earning a Master of Music in French Hom Performance 
· (1993) and in Vocal Performance (1995). 
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SIMON ESTES 
Bass-Baritone Simon Estes is a professor at Boston University's school 
of music, and an internationally renowned artist, known throughout 
the world for his opera, concert, and recital performances as well as 
recordings. Credits include performances in all the major international 
opera companies including the Metropolitan Opera, La Scala Milan, 
Lyric Opera of Chicago, the Paris Opera, Royal Opera House Covent 
Garden, Gran Teatre de! Liceo in Barcelona, San Francisco Opera, 
Deutsche Oper Berlin, Florence Opera, the State Operas of Hamburg, 
Munich and Vienna, as well as the Zurich Opera House. In master 
classes across the country, Mr. Estes has taught not only music, but 
artistic and personal values as well. His love of music and the youth is 
manifested in his development of the Simon Estes International 
Foundation for Children (est. 1983), which financially assists in the education and health 
of underprivileged and needy children and his creation of the Simon Estes Music High 
School in Cape Town, for underprivileged children. He was awarded Honorary Doctor-
ates from several universities, including Siena College, Luther College, the University of 
Tulsa, Drake University, Iowa State University, and Lawrence University. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
pAVID HOOSE music director 
The Boston University School of Music orchestral program, under the guidance of David Hoose, assumes 
an integral and central role in the education of the School's instrumentalists, whether they are aspiring to 
professions as chamber musicians, as orchestral musicians, or as teachers, or are looking to musical lives 
that combine all three. The repertoire of the three ensembles of the program - the Symphony Orchestra, the 
Chamber Orchestra, and the Wind Ensemble- reaches wide and deep, from vital standard repertoire, to 
compelling if less familiar compositions, and to music from this and the past centuries. The ensembles, led 
by an array of faculty and guest conductors, present more than sixteen concerts each season, including col-
laborations with the opera and choral departments, and annual performances in Boston's Symphony Hall. 
/· 
Violin I 
Amanda Wang, concertmaster 
Katherine Roussopoulos 
Zoya Tsvetkova 
Morgan Scagliotti 
Birdy Chou 
Charles Nguyen 
Vincent Piazza 
Miyuki Yamaguchi 
Heather Braun 
el Valchinov 
1: eon Kang 
Tess Varley 
Mina Lavcheva 
Ashton Bush 
Michael Jacobs 
James Harris 
Violin II 
Maelynn Arnold, principal 
Daniel Broniatowski 
Nina Bishop 
Paul Pinard 
Jay Youmans 
Julija Okrusko 
Oksana Georgieva 
Jude Ziliak 
Leslie Levi 
Shyang Puri 
Shu-i Hsiung 
Ike Yato 
Maho Sakai 
Bethany Morris 
Hyokyung Kirn 
Viola 
Michelle Brune, principal 
Alyssa Hardie 
Jenny Valitalo 
Graciela Briceno 
Jorga Bagnera 
Rebecca Schauer 
( imes 
L.~ 1 Yu 
Dayla Stoerzbach 
Zachary Brezon 
Daniel Dona 
Farrah O'Shea 
Tess Scott-Suhrstedt 
Kiara Perico 
Cello 
Ariana Falk, principal 
Nara Shahbazyan 
Jason Domingo 
Isaiah Gage 
Nailah Conner 
Brandon Brooks 
Seth McLeod 
Douglas Machiz 
Esther Chang 
Hanna Matthews 
Edward Vigneau 
Janel Zarkowsky 
Bass 
Bebo Shiu, principal 
Tyler Shepherd 
Tristan Sutton 
Nathaniel Martin 
Henry Samuels 
Nicholas Schwartz 
Flute 
Alex Conway, principal 
Margare t Brinkerhoff 
Meghan Miller 
Oboe 
Sarah Hassen, principal 
Tamsin Johnston 
Katie Klich 
Jamie Davis 
Clarinet 
Molly Walker, principal 
Danielle Davidson 
Thomas Weston 
Lauren Silberman 
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Bassoon 
Sarah Gardner, principal 
Cheng Ma 
Devon Nelson 
Stephanie Busby 
Hom 
Alicia Mastromonaco, principal 
Clarissa Nemeth 
Laura Carter 
Adam Weber 
Trumpet 
Robert Reustle, principal 
Patrick Doyle 
Nathaniel Tighe 
Robert Blumenthal 
Jonah Kappraff 
Laura Carpenter 
Casey Tamanaha 
Michael Sinicropi 
Trombone 
Matt Smith, principal 
Liza Malamut 
Courtney Sander 
Tuba 
Tom Haggerty 
Timpani 
Matthew Bohli 
Bass Drum 
Bronwyn Wyatt 
Ensemble Managers 
Joy Grimes 
Vincent Piazza 
Molly Walker 
Federico Cortese, Music Director 
June 15, 2008, at 3 pm 
Sanders Theatre at Harvard U niversity 
BEASER Evening Prayer 
BYSO world premiere commision 
HAYDN Violin Concerto in G Major 
"BYSO bas earned a reputation for excellence" 
- THE BOSTON GLOBE 
Boston Youth Symphony 
Federico Cortese, Conductor 
For tickets, call Sanders Theatre today! 
(617)-496-2222 
The 2007- 2008 50th anniversary season is presented by 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. 
www.BYSOweb.org 
BYSO is in residence at Boston Univcrsi1y's College of Fine Ans 
CANTATA SINGERS & ENSEMBLE 
David Hoose, Music Director • 2007-2008 
November 9 at 8 pm 
Weill: Legend of the 
Dead Soldier 
Dallapiccola: Conti di prigionia 
Orff: Carmina Burana 
January 18 at 8 pm 
January 20 at 3 pm 
Weill : Propheten, 
from The Eternal Road 
Lior Navok: 
Slavery Documents 3: 
And the trains kept coming .. . 
World Premiere, commissioned by 
Cantata Singers with support from the 
Argosy Foundation Contemporary 
Music Fund and 
New England 
Foundation 
for the Arts 
February 17 at I :30 pm 
Songs of Weill, Gershwin, 
Schoenberg 
March 14 at 8 pm 
March 16 at 3 pm 
Weill: Concerto for Violin 
and Wind Instruments 
Brahms: A German 
Requiem 
April 6 at 3 pm 
A Kurt Weill Cabaret: 
In Berlin, On Broadway 
May 9 at 8 pm 
Weill: Symphony No. 2 
Charles Fussell: High Bridge 
November, January, March and May concerts in New England Conservatory's Jordan Hall. February concert at the Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum. Apri l concert at the Leventhal-Sidman Jewish Community Center in Newton. 
Tickets and information at 617-868-5885 • www.cantatasingers.org 
T his season is funded in part by the Kurt Weil l Foundation for Music, Inc., 7 East 20th Street, New York, NY I 0003 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
;\NN HOWARD JONES conductor 
JUSTIN BLACKWELL assistant conductor and rehearsal pianist 
Uie Boston University Symphonic Chorus is a musical organization made up of sh1dents from ten 
foreign countries and thirty-four states. While there has been choral singing at BU since the 1800s, 
the chorus, in its present form, was fom1ded in 1993. In its brief history it has performed many major 
choral works and has a had a significant collaboration with the late Robert Shaw. 
Soprano I Lianna Hamilton Katherine Tyson 
C. Azelie Aquadro Elizabeth Harmon Elana Vasi 
Jessica Bacon Tatyana Ilyin Pamela Wong 
Caitlin Brett Alexandra Kalinowski Liza White 
Katrina Cain Jean Keogh 
Emily Cania Genevieve Klim Alto II 
Jessica Chen Ru DaKo Bethany Casmira 
Tara Deieso Katie Marcincuk Esther Chang 
Kirsti Esch Megan McCamey Jessica Chatterton 
Kara Fleishaker Caitlin McVeigh Elizabeth Eschen 
Emily Goodhue Samara Shachar Hendin Christina Go 
Lauren Goodhue Sarah Spinella Ashley Harmon 
fr Guberman Sarah St. Denis Christine Heizmann 
J~ Guglielmo Sydnee Waggonner Amanda Kabak 
Olivia Hauck Jillian Zingale Clare Maloney 
Mariko Henstock Caitlin Mason 
Rachel Hippert Alto I Laura Miklos 
Elizabeth Kammler Amanda Bulat Amanda Mulliall 
Yu-Chen Lai Rebecca Carden Alyssa Norton 
Reena Linke Erin Coffey Sarah Pfitzer 
Krista McClellan Megan Cullen Tarria Poplar 
Margaret McGrath Deborah De Laurel! Aleksandra Pustilnikova 
Amanda Meier Noragh Devlin Elizabeth Rosner 
Michele Murphy Elizabeth Doyle Christine Servilio 
Claire Napolean Elizabeth Evans Jodi Siegelman 
Clu·istine Noel Thalia F arietta Laurel Steward 
Jennifer Rose Parker-Sparks Christine Froomer Rebekah Wilens 
Christina Polachek Maria Gamvas Beth Willer 
Melissa Riesgo Mary Henriquez Cecilia Yudin 
Emily Schoen Katherine Joyce 
Kirsten Smayda Emma Kaplan Tenor I 
Elizabeth Smith Lindsay King Tommy Barth 
Jaime Smith Ksel).ia Lanin Michael Butvinik 
Deana Stein Rosmary Lyons Jay Dulski 
Elizabeth Mcintire Eric Esparza 
Soprano II Jessica Noseworthy Jamon Maple 
Chelsea Bell Belinda Paige Joseph Pratolongo 
Lauren Boyer Ellen Pi R. Joshua Reynolds 
Nadine Braunstein Margie Pienczykowski Daniel Ross 
Regina Carlo Laura Pincus Patrick Waters 
Lauren Chessari Victoria Pozzato 
Yu-Hsun Cho Ashley Rabens Tenor II 
Bridget Duval Alicia Roschuni Alex Colombo 
Eli~B Edwards Erin Salada Nicholas Emmanuel 
Br1, Freed Cassie Santiago Nicholas Ferullo 
Race aberman Elaine Shields Nicholas Foster 
Alexa Haines Greta Sclunidt Joel Haas 
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James Nicholas Jones Stephan Griffu1 
Christopher Lucier Nikolas Gregor 
Christopher Maher Jason Kahn 
Michael Meinzer Grant Kassel 
Daniel Omphroy Sean Jacobsen 
Reagan Paras Larry Jones 
William J. Shain Matt Laud 
Timothy Westerhaus David LeValley 
Hyun Yong Woo Michael Mobilio 
Michael Nishimura 
Bass I Pedro Pizano 
Nicholas Barber Sebastien Remi 
Nathan Bello Joshua Sawicki 
Justin Blackwell Samuel Steen 
Mark Buckles Suksant "Fiat"Vongpunsawad 
David Castillo-Gocher Chris Wallace 
David Ernst Ben Warsaw 
Al<ira Fukui Justin Werner 
Michael Gallagan Eytan Wurman 
Like what you hear? 
Want to hear more? 
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Bass II 
Edward Cleary 
Basil Considine 
Jonathan Craft 
David Fried 
Bryce Garner 
Mark Griepenburg 
Luke Hong 
Dylan Jackson 
Andrew P.Jordan 
Alexander Macnow 
Ross Maddox 
Calvin Ng 
Sungwook Park 
Emmett Patton 
Michael Peng 
Howard Reith 
Benjamin Sherman 
Tim Treacy 
BOSTON 
UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE of 
Fine Arts 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STRINGS Renee Krimsier j711t e 
Steven Ansell viola* Don Lucas tro111bone* 
Edwin Barker do11ble bass* Rich ard Menaul ham 
Cathy Basrak, viola Cra ig Nordstrom clarinet 
Bonnie Black pedagogi/ Elizabeth Ostlingj711te 
Lynn Chang violin Richard Ranti bassoon 
Jules Eskin cello TI1omas Rolfs hwnpet 
Edward Gazouleas viola Mike Roylance t11ba 
Raphael Hillyer viola Ma tthew Ruggiero bassoon 
Marc Jolmson cello Eric Ruske ham* 
Bay la Keyes violin* Robert Sheena English 
Michelle LaCou rse viola* ham 
Lucia Lin violin* Ethan Sloane clarinet* 
Malcolm Lowe violin Samuel Solomon 
Dana Mazurkevich violin percussion 
Yuri Mazurkevich violin* James Sommerville horn 
Ikuko Mizuno violin Linda Toote j711te 
John Muratore guitar Lee Vinson perc11ssion 
George Neikrug cello++ 
James Orleans do 11ble bass PIANO 
Leslie Parnas cello Jonathan Bass* 
Ann Hobson Pilot harp Ant11ony di Bonaventura* 
Barbara Poeschl-Edrich Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe* 
l' Linda Jiorle-Nagy 
M Reynolds cello* Randall Hodgkinson 
Rhonda Rider cello Victor Rosenbaum 
Todd Seeber double bass 
Roman Totenberg violin++ COLLABORATIVE 
Michael Zaretsky viola PIANO 
Peter Zazofsky violin* Shiela Kibbe* 
Robert Merfeld 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, 
and PERCUSSION ORGAN 
Laura Ahlbeck oboe Nancy Granert 
Ken Amis tuba Peter Sykes* 
Jennifer Bill saxophone 
Peter Chapman trumpet VOICE 
Geralyn Coticonejlute Michelle Alexander 
Doriot Dwyer flute Sarah Arneson* 
Terry Everson trumpet* Michael Bea ttie 
John FerriUo oboe Penelope Bi tzas* 
Rich.ard Flanagan Sharon Daniels* 
percussion James Demler* 
Joseph Foley tr11111pet Gary Durham 
Timothy Genis percussion Simon Estes* 
Ian Greitzer clarinet Kyle Ferrill 
Ronald Haroutounian Jodi Goble 
bassoon Phyllis Hoffm~n• 
John Heiss flute Frank Kelley 
Gregg Henegar bnssoo11 Susan Ormont 
Daniel Katzen !tom Jerrold Pope* 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Walt Meissner, Dean ad i11teri111 
Andre de Quadros, Di1'ector, School of M11sic 
Jim Petosa, Director, School ofTheah·e 
Lynne Allen, Directo1; School of Visual Arts 
Patricia Mitro, Se11ior Assistant Dea11, Enrol/111cnt Services 
Stephanie Trodello, Assistn11t Dean, develop111ent n11d 
Ali· ·Relations 
Elli , Executive Director of External Relations 
Chr,_ tos, Director of Deve/op111e11t and A/1111111i Relatio11s 
Jean Connaughton, P11blic Relatio11s/Marketiug Associate 
Colleen Walsh Powell, Al1111111i Officer 
Molly Hirsh, Development n11rl Alu11111i Relations Associate 
Maria Spacagna MUSIC EDUCATION 
Stephen Steiner Richard Bunbury* 
Bernadette Colley* 
HISTORICAL And re de Quad ros* 
PERFORMANCE Joy Douglass 
Aldo Abreu recorder David Hebert* 
Sarah Freiberg Ell ison Patrick Jones* 
cello Warren Levenson 
Laura Jeppesen WiL!iam McManus* 
viola da ga 111ba James Merenda 
Christopher Krueger Sandra Nicolucci* 
Baroq11e j711te Anthony Palmer 
Ca t11erine Liddell lute Wi lliam Pappazisis 
Martin Pearlman Baroq11e Evan Sanders 
e11se111bles* Steven Scott 
Robinson Pyle John Wallace* 
nat11rnl tr11111pet 
Ma rc Schachm an CONDUCTING 
Baroq11e oboe David Hoose* 
Jane Starkman Ann Howard Jones* 
Baroq11e violin, viola David Martins 
Daniel Stepner 
Baroque violin OPERA INSTITUTE 
Peter Sykes harpsichord* Judith Chaffee 
Phyllis Curtin++ 
MUSICOLOGY Sharon Daniels* 
Victor CoeU10* Frank Kelley 
Paul Harris* Ruth Benson Levin 
Brita Heimarck* Wi lliam Lumpkin* 
Marilyn McCoy Adam McLean 
Thomas Peattie* Jim Petosa 
Joshua Rifkin* Betsy Polatin 
Andrew Shenton* Christien Polos 
Joel Sheveloff* Jeffrey Stevens 
Jeremy Yudkin* Na than Troup 
Allison Voth* 
COMPOSITION 
AND THEORY STAFF PIANISTS 
Martin Amlin* Michelle Alexander 
Theodore Antoni ou* Eve Budnick 
Deborah Burton* Jodi Goble 
Richard Cornell* Phillip Oliver 
Josh ua Fi neberg* David Richardson 
Lukas Foss Lorena TeCLI 
Samuel Headrick* Noriko Yasuda 
David Kopp* 
Rodney Lister• *Denotes full-ti me 
Ketty Nez• faculty 
Matthew Schullman Department Chairmen 
John Wa ll ace* represented in bold 
Steven Weigt* ++Emeritus 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC ADMINISTRATION 
J. Casey Soward, Manager of Production n11d Pe1for111n11ce 
Martin Snow, Keyboard Technicin11 a11d Restorntiou 
Roberto Toledo, Henri Recording Engineer 
Chris Wilson, Recordi11g E11gi11eer 
Eric Roberson, Sclted11/ing and Programs Coordi11ntor 
Kris Sessa, Ubmrin11 
Mary P. Squiers, Executive Operations Officer 
Tracy Rider, Director of Ad111issio11s nnrl St11de11t Affairs 
Ant11ony Enslow, Executive Assistn11t 
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Creating a Future for the Arts - An Initiative for the 21st Century 
Creating a Future for the Arts is an initiative that will recognize the artistry of the students and 
faculty of the College of Fine Arts by transforming the learning and teaching environment into a 
21st-century facility that suitably showcases their talents. We are grateful to the donors who have 
committed their support to this project. 
Sl,000,000 and above 
Anonymous 
Ms. Judith R. Harris 
I 00,000 to $999,999 
Aram and Jasmine Chobanian 
David and Lisa Rich 
The Estate of Faye G. Stone, Esq. 
Aram and Jasmine Chobanian 
Read and Andrea McCaffrey 
$50,000 to $99,999 
1675 Foundation 
J. David Copeland and Friends 
Darrel and Pamela Griffin 
SungEun Han-Andersen 
FRIENDS OF SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Friends of the School of Music are a select group of people who, through their annual contributions, 
believe in the importance of supporting gifted student musicians through their educational activities, 
events, programs, and performances. We invite you to join the Friends of the School of Music at the 
College of Fine Arts and help support the talented young artists of Boston University. 
$50,000 and above 
Surdna Foundation 
$10,000 to $49,999 
Drs. John A. and Harriet S. Carey 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul B. Cohen 
Ms. Virginia E. Withey 
$5,000 to $9,999 
Clovelly Charitable Trust 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
Margaret S. Lindsay Foundation 
Montgomery Symphony Association 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Trayes 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
S2,500 to $4,999 
Richard F. Balsam, M.D. 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Grausman 
Larry G. and Ann Howard Jones 
Robert E. Krivi 
Marshalltown Development Foundation 
The Presser Foundation 
Renaissance Musical Arts, Ltd. 
$1,000 to $2,499 
The ASCAP Foundation 
Kim and Mary Lou Bradley 
Ms. Sandra L. Brown 
Richard D. Carrnel Charitable 
Remainder Trust 
Frank A. D' Accone, Ph.D. 
Mrs. Margaret May Darnen 
Mrs. Ann B. Dickson 
Mr. William E. Earle 
Dr. Richard W. Ekdahl 
Mr. David L. Feigenbaum and 
Ms. Maureen I. Meister 
Mr. Leon Earl Fernandez 
Mr. Blake W. Hinson 
Professor Phyllis Elhady Hoffman 
Mr. Dmitri llyin 
Mrs. Ellen B. Kazis- Walker 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Kehler 
Mr. John E. Loveless 
McFadden Family Foundat ion 
Ms. Andrea Okamura 
Mr. Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Dr. John Silber 
Mr. Charles A. Stakely 
Ms. Helen J. Steineker 
Ms. Courtenay Brandreth Symonds 
Avedis Zildjian Company 
$500 to $999 
Dr. Apostolos A. Aliapoulios 
Ms. Elizabeth H. Bower 
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore Cania 
Mr. Roger C. Davidson 
Dr. Edna L. Davis 
Ms. Deborah K. Delano 
Dr. Michelle Goodwyn, LLC 
Colonel Capers A. Holmes, USAF(Ret.) 
Ms. Lindsey V. Humes 
Dr. Jimmie L. Jackson 
Mrs. Marian H. Kent 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Maganuco 
Ms. Joy L. Mcintyre 
John S. Minkowski, M. D. 
Professor Joel Sheveloff 
Mr. Douglas Edward Stumberger 
Mrs. Nancy L. Trentini 
$250 to $499 
Mr. Samuel H. Adler 
Professor Martin Amlin 
Anonymous 
Dr. Fred A. Bronstein 
Ms. Joan C. Cavicchi 
Ms. Beth S. 0 1en 
Mr. Wesley Harris Citron 
Mr. Donald R. Clauser 
Congregation Rodeph Sholom 
Lisa and Michael Coran 
Mr. Norman Elia 
Mrs. Carolyn B. Fowles 
Cantor Rebecca Garfein 
and Mike Gellman 
John Tobias Hecht, Esq. 
Ms. Julia A. Hennig 
Mrs. Colleen Smith Katsuki 
Mrs. Theodore Kwan 
Mr. And Mrs. James L. Loeb 
Mr. William S. McMillan 
Mr. Barrie Mosher 
Mrs. Claudia E. Nimar 
Mr. Craig Franklin Schreiber 
Mr. Bernard G. Schwartz 
Ms. Patricia R. Slotnick 
Mr. and Mrs. Mose W. Stuart III 
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel C. Weinberg 
Mrs. Eileen Yeater 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Youmans 
This list represents do11ors who have generously supported our programs for the past twelve months, as of February 19, 2008. 
Due to program deadlines, some donor names may be absent from this list. We thank you for your understanding. 
For more information on how you can support the Boston University College of Fine Arts and School of Music, please rn tact 
C/,,.is Santos, Director of Development and Alumni Relations, Boston University College of Fine Arts, 855 Commor 
Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, at 617-353-2048 or ccsantos@bu.edu. 
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Boston University School of Music 
UPCOMING EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES 
Friday, April 11, Spm Faculty Recital Series 
"Long Night" 
RODNEY LISTER piano 
DAVID KOPP piano 
STEVEN WEIGT piano 
KETTY NEZ piano 
KYLE GANN Long Night 
ARTHUR BERGER Polyphony 
INGOLF DAHL The Fancy Blue Devil 's Breakdown 
RODNEY LISTER Detour 
CFA Concert Hall 
Tuesday, April 15, Spm Faculty Recital Series 
"The Exotic Viola" 
MICHELLE LACOURSE viola 
with BU grad students and alumni 
Chinary Ung Khse Buon 
PAUL HINDEMITH Solo Sonata, Op. 11 No. 5 
JOAQUIN TURINA Scene Andalouse 
YORK BOWEN Fantasie for Four Violas 
STEPHEN PAULUS Exotic Etudes for Viola and Piano Quartet 
CFA Concert Hall 
April 17- 20 Opera Mainstage 
GIOACHINO ROSSINI Il Barbiere di Siviglia 
CESARE STERBINI Libretto 
ALLISON VOTH Supertitles 
WILLIAM LUMPKIN conductor 
SHARON DANIELS stage director 
Boston University Theatre 
Wednesday, April 23, 8pm A Celebration of Johannes Brahms 
Featuring student performances of Piano and Chamber Works for Piano 
Tsai Perfonnance Center 
Thursday, April 24, Spm Boston University Wind Ensemble 
DAVID MARTINS conductor 
MARTIN ELLERBY Paris Sketches 
JEAN FRAN~AIX Sept danses d'apres le ballet "Les malheurs de Sophie" 
DAVID GILLINGHAM Apocalyptic Dreams 
ADAM GORB Yiddish Dances 
Tsai Perfonnance Center 
Tsai Performance Center, 685 Commonwealth Avenue 
CFA Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston University Theatre, 264 Huntington Ave. 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
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